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 Launched 7/10/62

 First active satcom

 LEO

 Failed 11/62



 U.S. HANE, 1.4 Mt 

 7/9/62, 400 km 
altitude

 Launched by Thor 
MRBM-2,400 km range

 FP increased electrons 
in space

 Multiple Sat Failures
◦ Ariel-1, Telstar



 Two belts of radiation 
surrounding the earth

 Electrons and protons 
from the sun trapped 
by the earth’s 
magnetic field

 Can damage sats and 
is a serious constraint 
on orbits



 LEO: 300-2,000 km
◦ 3,790 satellites

 GEO: 35,786 km 
◦ 565 satellites

 MEO: between LEO & 
GEO
◦ 139 satellites

◦ GPS: 20,350 km 





 Distance magnetic field 
line crosses magnetic 
eq. 
◦ Measured in earth radii

 High L shells intersect 
the earth in high-lat

 Low L shells intersect 
the earth in mid-lat



 Electrons from HANE 
fill tubes of space 
confined by L shells

 LEO HANE near the 
magnetic poles fills 
high L shells (GEO + 
MEO)

 LEO HANE near eq. fills 
low L shells (LEO)



 HANE required to affect GEO fills large 
volume and dissipates within a month

 Sats at GEO fairly hardened due proximity to 
Van Allen belts

 Even 10 Mt LEO HANE would have little effect



 HANE required to affect MEO fills medium 
volume and dissipates in a few months

 GPS operates in Van Allen belts and sats are 
hardened

 Megaton yields could shorten sat life by a few 
years

 Range of sat remaining life could lead to 
some failures in near term causing coverage 
gaps
◦ Would have a year or more to fix



 Even 10-30 kt LEO 
HANE could increase 
electrons in LEO by 
10,000x

 Sats not hardened and 
would fail in days to 
months

 Effect could last 
months or years





 Most satellites in LEO could fail in months

 Satcom & Internet
◦ Starlink and others 10,000s of sats

◦ Military may rely on some commercial systems

 Earth Observation
Weather and earth resources

Military sats hardened?

Human space flight
ISS

Total direct loss ~$100 billion



 Distributed network 
ineffective as all sats
fail

 Quick replenishment 
not possible due to 
persistent effects

 VLF radio to dissipate 
electrons 
◦ In development for 

decades



 EMP or radiation could 
promptly destroy sats
◦ Geometry would limit the 

effect to 5% to 10% of LEO 
constellation 

 EMP effects on the 
ground
◦ 10-30 kt weapons 

damage large areas 
beneath blast



 Substantial uncertainties exist since no HANE 
since 1962

 Modern sat hardness unknown
◦ Analysis assumed sats 2x harder than needed

 Will tens of thousands of out-of-control satellites 
generate substantial space debris?

 Does uncertainty favor the attacker or the 
defender?
◦ Perhaps just collateral damage, no attacker involved



 Even a 10-30 kt HANE at low geomagnetic lat
and in LEO could cause most sats in LEO to 
fail in days to months

 LEO could be unusable for six months to two 
years

 HANE could be deliberate, a warning shot or 
salvage fused ABM intercept

 Could lead to ~$100 billion direct loss


